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Data Analytics & Management (PLM) Skills Optimization Program

For existing and new IT personnel. This program is for the individual who wants to develop their IT skills by learning the basics of Data Analytics and how to manage and support a Product Data Management (PDM) and Enterprise Wide Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) System. You will have unlimited access to all listed training, all in one low cost, rapid ROI package. Ask for approval once, get access to everything for up to 12 months! No more going back to the well every time you want to take a class.

You will be taught using industry standard applications and on a PDM/PLM system used by major product development companies like Raytheon, Lockheed, iRobot, Amphenol, BAE Systems and many others. Basic MCAD training is also included.

On Your Schedule!
Designed for the employed individual who needs fast and flexible training options to optimize their job skills. Twelve-month programs available.

Train remote or in-center, when you want to, while maintaining on-demand access to Ve-I instructors. Training lessons also available 24/7 for self-study.

Remote Attendance: Tap directly into our training center remotely and work with our on-staff instructors, on-demand, like you would in a physical training room. Instructors can talk to you and view your workstation session to assist or share their own screen to lecture.

In-Center Attendance: For a small, one-time, incremental fee, students can upgrade their program and attend training in our physical training center. As always, our instructors are available on-demand when you need them. Ve-I provides the facility, workstation & software required to execute the coursework. You can attend based on your schedule, not ours. Attendance need not be contiguous. We accommodate your schedule!

If you do not see what you want listed, just ask! Older software revisions supported.
**Core Learning**

**Data Analytics**
- LabView & Matlab
- Introduction to SQL
- Data Analytics Certification
- Python, Python for Data Science
- Statistics, Statistics Certification
- Data Analysis with ThingWorx Analytics
- PRINCE2® Foundation Certification Training

**Using an Enterprise PLM System**
- Locate and View Information, Standard Document Management, Change Management
- Introduction to PLM for Non-CAD Users
- Information Viewers, Reviewers and Approvers
- Document Editors & Authors, Manufacturing Engineers, Introduction to PLM for CAD Users, Engineers, Managers, Configuration Managers

**Administrative Functions of PLM**
- Business Administration of PLM, Data and Context Administration, User and Policy Administration, Process Administration, System Administration
- Overview of PLM, Product Structure Management, Desktop Integration

**CAD Workgroup Managers**
- SolidWorks, Creo Parametric, AutoCAD, ECAD, CATIA & NX

**Project Management**
- Microsoft Project Level 1
- Microsoft Project Level 2

**PLM Project Management**
- Business Administration
- User and Policy Administration
- Data and Context Administration
- Process Administration
- PLM & PLM PM Interoperability

**Other**
- ECAD Visualization
- Managing Design Variations
- Intro to PLM Manufacturing
- Intro to Parts Classification & Reuse
- Intro to PLM for the Implementation Team

**Windows Server**
- Installation and Configuration
- Backup and Recovery, Performance Tuning
- System Monitoring, System Maintenance

**Geometry Creation**
- Introduction to Parametric Modeling Tools (choice of SolidWorks, Creo or Inventor)

**Build & Configure a Live PLM System**
- *(TAA Only)*

These are all the full comprehensive training courses that can be taken remotely or in-center, both with on-demand instructors. This is the “I’ve get to get out of my office to focus”, “I need to speak to an instructor when I need them”, “I can’t possibly remember all this, i’m really glad I can call a VE instructor on-demand”, “I can’t stop to sharpen my ax, I’m too busy trying to cut this tree down”, “I can’t believe how much I learned I think my head is going to explode” type of training, but in a superior, flexible, self-paced, instructor on-demand, interactive, learning environment that works around your schedule.

Did we mention it will make you smarter?

So, not convinced because you think you know it all already, maybe because you have been in IT since the IBM XT was introduced? Take our “You don’t know what you don’t know” challenge. We offer a money back guarantee if you don’t feel you have made significant improvement in your job skills to justify the cost of the program. Ask for details!

**Manufacturing & Process Improvement Optional Bonus Pack**
- Lean/Six Sigma Healthcare Green Belt Certification,
- Lean/Six Sigma Green Belt Certification,
- Lean Management Certification,
- Six Sigma Green Belt (DMAIC), Agile /Scrum